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ABSTRACT: This paper looks at a selection of Spanish and Mexican objects currently on              
display at the Bob Bullock Museum of Texas State History in Austin, Texas. The objects are                
placed within a taxonomy created by the author and informed by the curators of the               
respective exhibits. This taxonomy includes "Colonial Spanish" and "Uniquely Mexican"          
objects. Also included under the umbrellas of these two categories are objects representing             
Race, Religion, Treasure, and Expansion in Colonial Texas/New Spain, as well as the Texas              
Revolution and charrería. The objects are discussed in detail and contextualized within the             
different parts of the story of Texas that they help tell. In the conclusion, the future of                 
Spanish and Mexican objects at the Bullock is discussed. 

 

Introduction  

In their second edition of Spanish Texas: 1519-1821, Chipman and Joseph conclude with             

a final chapter in which they note the many present "legacies" of Spanish and Mexican dominion                

in what is now the U.S. state of Texas. These legacies range from law and music to the many                   

Spanish-named towns, counties, and streets in the state. Their impact is best summed up in the                

following quote:  

"...Hispanic Texans and their descendants have played and will continue to play a major 

role in Texas history. Understanding their past is a vital component of the state's collective               

experience and remembrances. Even though not all Spanish influences affect the   

day-to-day lives of Texans, they are important enough to deserve more recognition than that              

traditionally given to them in histories of the Lone Star State" (Chipman and Joseph 2010,               

275-276). 

Within the Bob Bullock Museum of Texas State History in Austin, Texas, the state's              

Spanish and Mexican heritage is ever present. On the first floor of the three-story museum,               

within the pre-Columbian, Native American, African, and French stories, are also those of early              

colonization efforts undertaken by the Spanish. It is important to note that the Native American,               

French, African, and Spanish stories of what is now Texas during the colonial period are not                

mutually exclusive; rather, all of these groups interacted and had their lasting impacts on each               

other. For example, much like in the rest of Spain's colonial holdings in the Americas, the                
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Spanish constructed in Texas misiones, or missions, with the stated purpose of converting             

resident Native American groups to the Catholic faith, and in turn "Hispanicizing" them             

(Chipman and Joseph 2010). On the second floor, the museum tells the famous story of the                

Alamo, as well as those conflicts between the Anglo settlers and Mexican authorities that led up                

to the conflict. On the third floor of the museum, there are some Tejano stories mixed in with                  

others about Texas business, culture, and history from 1936 onward.  

Within this essay, I examine some objects currently on display at the Bullock Museum              

with Spanish and Mexican origins. I place these objects within the context of past, current, and                

future exhibition projects at the museum. Like at the Bullock, these objects for me are the means                 

by which I examine how the museum tells the stories of Spanish and Mexican influences in                

Texas during the past and present. I classify the objects into 2 categories: Colonial Spanish and                

Uniquely Mexican, as well as into narrower categories depending on what part of the Texas story                

that they tell.1 More specifically, those objects dating to the existence of New Spain will be                

classified as colonial, while those from 1821 and after will be designated as Mexican. In order to                 

define and limit the scope of this paper, I focus on objects within the time frame of the colonial                   

period to the Mexican American War, with the exception of one object that is, in my perception,                 

timeless.2 Additionally, the Bullock's status as a non-collecting institution, or one that does not              

own any of the objects it displays will also be taken into consideration. The curators of these                 

exhibits were also crucial for my research, and their input will be utilized throughout the paper as                 

well as in the upcoming background section.  

 

Background on the Bullock and its Curators 

In the course of my research, I had the opportunity to interview Franck Cordés and               

Kathryn Siefker, two of the three main curators at the Bullock Museum. Cordés focuses on the                

first floor of prehistoric Texas to Mexican Independence, while Siefker picks up the story at               

Mexican Texas and the later Texas Revolution all the way to the year 1936. They both also                 

contribute to different exhibits on the third floor of "modern" Texas exhibits, with Cordés having               

1 In order to limit the scope of this paper, I only work with those objects that are within the "permanent" exhibits. As 
of the writing of this paper, there is a temporary exhibit showing the collection of Ted and Sharon Lusher, which 
contains some Spanish and Mexican objects.  Additionally, not all objects in the permanent exhibits with Spanish 
and Mexican origins will be highlighted.  
2 The charro outfits from the 3rd floor exhibit on ranching in Texas, as exhibited, are independent of any particular 
time period. Rather, they are representations of Spanish/Mexican influences in Texas from the past and present.  
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curated the current exhibit "Cowboys in Space and Fantastic Worlds," while Siefker curated the              

semi-permanent "Ranching in Texas" exhibit. Both have unique backgrounds: Cordés is of            

French descent and grew up in Washington D.C., while Siefker is a native Texan, which may                

contribute to their unique views on the museum and its collections.  

Cordés originally came to the Bullock Museum to work on the La Belle exhibit and               

ended up curating the entire "Becoming Texas" first floor exhibit. He has been working at the                

Bullock for approximately 3 years, and for him, the greatest challenge when it comes to exhibit                

creation at the museum is funding. Siefker has been at the Bullock for about 11 years, and has                  

the arguably most controversial exhibit in the museum to display: that of the Texas Revolution.3               

She also cites the existence of objects as the most challenging when it comes to creating exhibits                 

at the museum. Latin American subject matter, and more specifically that of Mexico, was not a                

specialty for either of them initially. Nonetheless, like any good curator, they have undertaken              

the research on the history, and the objects in existence to display a both accurate and                

informative look at how Texas came to be.  

Interestingly enough, neither cited the museum's non-collecting status as the major           

hindrance to their work. For Siefker, it is merely a fact of life for newer museums, and can even                   

help keep older ones in survival. For example, in our interview she mentioned to me that when                 

the Bullock Museum was first announced, many museums in Texas feared that it would mean the                

end of their collections because everything would be absorbed by the new museum. For Cordés,               

it was something that was simply in place during the museum's creation and that has not                

changed. In 1978, the American Association of Museums, or AAM, ruled that non-collecting             

institutions like galleries could be considered museums because they displayed, preserved, and            

took care of objects while not necessarily having ownership of them (Heumann Gurian 1999).              

While the objects are without a doubt necessary for creating the type of exhibits that the Bullock                 

features, having ownership of them is not necessary for survival. Rather, it is the existence of the                 

objects, having sufficient funds to acquire them, and maintaining contacts with collectors and             

other museums. As will be shown in the upcoming sections of this paper, Texan and non-Texan                

collectors and other institutions have been essential in creating exhibits about Spanish and             

Mexican Texas.  

3 As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, for many Texans their history begins at the Alamo. The way that the 
Alamo and the Texas Revolution are viewed tends to differ among Anglo Texans and those of Mexican descent.  
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Colonial Spanish Objects: Treasure, Religion, Race, and Expansion  

Introduction: Spanish Intentions 

The Spanish arrival to Texas begins at the Bullock with objects symbolic of a typical               

conquistador: a silver Morion helmet with an embossed image of Christ, rapier swords, and              

currency in the form of gold bars, a silver disc, and silver real coins from New Spain. As Cordés                   

puts it, the strategy for displaying the colonial Spanish presence in Texas was to start with                

Spanish intentions for being there in the first place. In other words, the Spanish were in Texas                 

looking for treasure. As any scholar of Latin America knows, this purpose was uniform              

throughout Spain's vast colonial holdings in the Americas, and more successful in some places              

than others. Additionally, to justify these treasure hunts, the process of evangelizing Native             

Americans was also deemed a priority throughout Spanish America.  

Ultimately for the Spanish, there were no riches in Texas at the same level as those found                 

in their other colonial holdings. Thus, much of the interior territory went unexplored until the               

arrival of the Frenchman René Robert Cavelier, sieur de la Salle (Chipman and Joseph 2010).               

After the presentation of the Spanish gold and weaponry, Cordés decided to direct the exhibit               

towards La Salle and his colonial experiment in East Texas, with the star artifact being the                

ill-fated ship La Belle, as well as some of the treasures it carried. 

An introduction panel with an interesting title follows the detour into French expansion             

efforts in Texas territory. More specifically, it refers to the Texas territory as "Spanish in Name                

Only." This refers to Spanish efforts to settle Texas that were spurred by La Salle's expedition,                

and that while the territory had been a part of New Spain for more than 200 hundred years, it was                    

largely controlled by Native American groups. The coexistence, or often lack thereof, between             

Spanish and Native American groups in the Texas territory is presented through the mix of               

artifacts from both groups in the remaining exhibitions on the first floor of the Bullock.  

 

Colonial Religious Objects 

As stated previously, one of the professed goals of Spanish exploration in the Americas              

was the evangelization of the native groups. Therefore, it is no surprise that most of the religious                 

objects featured at the Bullock are from the colonial era. Additionally, many of these objects               

came from the San Antonio area, where the establishment of the mission San Antonio de Valero                
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and the presidio, or military base, San Antonio de Béxar would destine the settlement to be the                 

most important in Spanish Texas (Chipman and Joseph, 2010). San Antonio de Valero Mission              

would later be known as the Alamo.  

One of the first religious artifacts to catch the viewer's eye is the santo statue of Saint                 

Francis. Known as San Francisco in Spanish, this figure dates to the late 1700s-early 1800s, and                

was found in a San Antonio mission. With the permission of the diocese in San Antonio, Cordés                 

was able to commission a new robe made for the figurine for its display in the Bullock. Like                  

other objects in the Bullock, it is a temporary display, on loan from the Archdiocese of San                 

Antonio and the National Parks Service (Bullock Museum of Texas State History 2019). The 5               

missions originally established at San Antonio were all Franciscan, and within these missions the              

friars sought to establish self-sufficient, predominantly Native American pueblos in which to            

facilitate evangelization. However, what resulted was mixed, Hispanicized communities that          

merged into San Antonio de Béxar (Hinojosa 1991). This artifact is what is left behind from this                 

era of evangelization: an artistic representation of the Franciscan friars' patron, and one that              

could transcend language barriers to convey the Franciscans' message.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Santo de Saint Francis statue. Courtesy of the Bullock Museum of Texas State 
History. 
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Figure 2: The Santo de Saint Francis as it is currently displayed in the Bullock. Photo taken by 

author. 
 

 

In relation to the Franciscans' evangelization efforts in Texas, the Bullock also currently             

holds a processional cross. The item is from the 18th century, and comes from the collection of                 

Red McCombs, a San Antonio-based collector. In the words of Cordés, the McCombs collection              

is vast, but does need some organization and care. This object is another example of using visual                 

aids to cross language and cultural barriers to spread the Catholic faith. Catholic missionaries              

often carried crosses like this during their expansion missions in the Americas. In his search for                

La Salle's colony, the Spanish explorer Alfonso de León had the opportunity to explore East               

Texas and meet the Hasinai Caddo tribe, whom he reported expressed interest in having              

missionaries sent to them for religious instruction (Chipman and Joseph 2010). De León wrote              

that upon his first meeting with the Caddo tribe, "I delivered to the tribal governor a staff with a                   

cross, giving him the title of governor of all of his people...that he should make all of his families                   

attend Christian teaching" (Bullock Museum of Texas State History 2019). This would set the              

stage for further Spanish expansion and development in East Texas.  
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Figure 3: Spanish processional cross. Courtesy of the Bob Bullock Museum of Texas State 
History. 

 

Race and Mestizaje in Colonial Texas 

Upon one of my earliest visits to the Bullock Museum, the painting De Español, y Negra,                

Mulato by Francisco Clapera immediately caught my eye. It is a painting I had previously seen                

in books and other museums in Latin America, and I was pleasantly surprised to find it at the                  

Bullock. While I learned later that what is on display currently at the museum is a facsimile of                  

the original, it nonetheless is a thought provoking piece that fits well into Cordés vision for the                 

first floor of the Bullock.4 Clapera was a Spanish painter who worked in Mexico, and was one of                  

the artists famous for producing casta paintings: a way of representing the miscegenation taking              

place between the three main demographic groups (Spaniards, Africans, and Indigenous peoples)            

in 18th century New Spain (Pierce 2015). In the work, a white man of Spanish descent is                 

depicted with an African woman, presumably enslaved, and their child, the mulato, or mix of               

European and African descent.  

 

4 The original painting was present for the opening of the first-floor exhibition, but had to be returned to the Denver 
Art Museum.  
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Figure 4: De Español, y Negra, Mulato by Francisco Clapera. Courtesy of the Bob Bullock 

Museum of Texas State History. 

 

Accompanying this painting is a 1783 census of Béxar, now San Antonio. In this census,               

it states that at this time 739 Spaniards, 383 Indians, 93 Mestizos, 294 Mulattos, and 11 enslaved                 

people were living in Béxar (Bullock Museum 2019). The census, like many other documents in               

the museum, comes from the Dolph Briscoe Center for American History at nearby UT Austin.               

From my conversations with the curators, the Briscoe Center, and specifically the Bexar Archive,              

contain numerous materials that are applicable to the museum's exhibits.5 Additionally, the            

Briscoe has such an abundance of materials that many of them are loaned indefinitely to the                

Bullock.  

In order to remind the viewer that not all of those in Texas at this time period were here                   

willingly, Cordés makes the choice to include wrist shackles, ankle shackles, and a neck chain               

that would have been used on enslaved people in the Americas. All of these items date to the                  

1800s, and come from the Austin collector Lance Banks (Bullock Museum 2019). The             

accompanying caption reminds the museumgoer that by the year 1625, approximately 475,000            

enslaved Africans had been brought to the Spanish Americas and Brazil. While not necessarily              

Spanish-made, these items nonetheless fit well into the category of Race and Mestizaje in Texas               

during the colonial period.  

5 Throughout the museum, a variety of Briscoe materials are featured. 
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Figure 5: Slave wrist shackles. Courtesy of the Bob Bullock Museum of Texas State History 

 

Expansion in Colonial Texas: Military Efforts and Ranching 

Within the Spanish settlers that came to Texas during the colonial period, there were              

quite a few men who had military duties. The presidio military bases, first constructed around               

the year 1570, were the start of a large campaign to secure the roads and communications of the                  

Spanish Borderlands, and were accompanied by defensive towns and military outposts (Chipman            

and Joseph 2010). Like other histories of colonialism in the Americas, this strategy of increased               

militarization to inhabit and protect lands originally stolen from indigenous groups was common.             

In the case of Texas, this approach often failed, with the case of the Spanish and Chichimeca                 

War in the later 16th century (Chipman and Joseph 2010). Warfare is integral to the story of                 

Texas and the rest of the Americas, and it is shown through a collection of colonial Spanish                 

military weapons and uniforms.  

I already mentioned the sword and helmet at the beginning of the Becoming Texas first               

floor exhibit, and the juxtaposition between these objects and the gold. The sword and helmet               

come from the collection of the late Sam Nesmith of San Antonio, which includes mainly               

military-related objects. Nesmith's story was particularly interesting for me, as he was not a very               

wealthy person like many other donors. Rather, he was the director and curator of the Texas                

Museum of Military History in San Antonio, and he developed a passion for collecting military               

materials from a young age (Dignity Memorial 2018). 

The Spanish weapons on display currently in "Becoming Texas" are the aforementioned            

rapier sword, an espada ancha broadsword, a silver dagger, a signal gun, a lance blade, and a                 
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miguelet pistol. The broadsword dates to the 1700s, and is from the collection of Jim Jeter of                 

Santa Barbara, California. The silver dagger is ornate, dates to approximately the year 1775, and               

comes from the collection of Sam Nesmith. The signal gun, dating to 1799 and fired every day at                  

noon in the presidio plaza of San Antonio, is also from the Nesmith collection. The lance blade,                 

the most common weapon for a presidio soldier, comes from the Jeter collection. Finally, the               

miguelet pistol is elaborately decorated, dates to the 1750s, and also comes from the Jeter               

collection.  

 

Figure 6: Spanish miguelet pistol. Courtesy of the Bob Bullock Museum of Texas State History. 

 

As important as the weaponry in showing Spanish expansion by force in Texas are the               

uniforms that would have been worn in the time period. The aforementioned conquistador             

helmet embossed with the image of Christ provides the museumgoer from the start with a               

complex view of Spanish intentions. While converting indigenous peoples to Christianity was            

the "official" goal, the unofficial but more important goals were expansion and treasure hunting.6              

Further on in the Becoming Texas exhibit, one finds the uniform armor of the typical Spanish                

6 In a 1492 letter to Luis de St. Angel, Christopher Columbus writes the following in regard to the indigenous 
peoples he encountered in the Caribbean: "...and gave a thousand good and pretty things that I had to win their love 
and to induce them to become Christians, and to love and serve their Highnesses and the whole Castilian nation, and 
help to get for us things they have in abundance, which are necessary to us" (Columbus 1492). From this quote, it 
can be interpreted that the most "necessary" goal of the Spanish colonial projects was these things "in abundance."  
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soldado de cuera, or leather soldier. It is a heavy piece that comes from the Jeter collection.                 

Accompanying this armor is a rabbit fur hat, used by presidio soldiers in the 1700s. This piece                 

comes from the Nesmith collection. Finally, the uniform pieces conclude with a Spanish adarga              

shield that dates to the late 1700s. On the shield one can find painted the letters "BAVIA" for a                   

presidio founded in 1774 in Coahuila, Mexico. This piece also comes from the Jeter collection.  

 

Figure 7: Soldado de cuera armor. Courtesy of the Bob Bullock Museum of Texas State 

History. 

 

In curating the Becoming Texas exhibit, Cordés sought to portray daily life for a presidio               

soldier, more specifically that it was not a glamorous job. Along with the gold in the opening                 

exhibit of Spanish Texas, he also decided to include two real coins, which would have been the                 

monthly salary of a typical presidio soldier. Additionally, he mentions in the captions for the               

uniforms and weaponry additional facts about who would have used each item and other relevant               

information. For example, mentioning that the soldado de cuera armor was heavy and hot would               

no doubt make the museumgoer think of wearing it in the sweltering Texas heat. The more                

ornate weapons are also said to have belonged to higher ranked or wealthier military men in the                 

presidios. It is a thought-provoking balance to display the intentions of becoming rich for many               

in the Americas alongside the difficulties of actually living in the territory.  

Beyond the numerous colonial military objects I have mentioned, there are also a variety              

of colonial ranching objects on display within the first floor of the Bullock. Ranching is also, in                 

my interpretation, a means of expansion. The practice itself requires large amounts of land, and               

the Spanish introduced cattle and horses to their land holdings in the Western Hemisphere. Also               
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of consideration is the charro, a Mexican traditional rancher role, which will be explored more in                

depth later on in this paper. The charro finds its origins in the "self sufficient Spanish                

conquistador-rancher-hacendado who brought the wild new land of America under his control,            

who branded the cattle and horses and made them his, who (far separated from Madrid and                

Ciudad Mexico) made his own laws and enforced them" (Texas Folklore Society LIX 1992). In               

this quote, one will see the themes of colonization and control, key in Spanish expansion efforts                

in the Americas.  

The ranching-related objects featured on the first floor include such things as spurs, cattle              

brands, and other objects associated with the practice. One such object is a pair of wooden                

stirrups with faces carved into them. As told to me by Cordés, while these stirrups were found in                  

the Mexican Borderlands, they were more common at the time in Brazil. He cites these stirrups                

as an example of trade during the time period, which rebuffs notions that people did not travel as                  

much in the past as they do now. The wood material also suggests a shortage of iron in New                   

Spain during the time period. This object comes from the Jeter collection.  

 

Figure 8: Wooden stirrups. Photo taken by author. 

 

Another object featured in this first-floor exhibition is an iron brand shaped like a cross.               

The brand dates to the early 1800s, and would have been used by a mission or presidio to mark                   
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their cattle. The practice of branding animals is European in origin. This particular object comes               

from the collection of Red McCombs.  

 

Figure 9: Cross-shaped cattle brand. Photo taken by author. 

 

Colonial Spanish Objects: Conclusion 

The colonial Spanish objects, the vastest subgroup of Spanish and Mexican objects            

currently on display at the Bullock, are a crucial introduction to the Spanish legacy and Latin                

American roots of Texas. It is a thorough, fair, and accurate look at life in the Tejas province of                   

New Spain. However, most impressive about the objects is how they fit into the entire Becoming                

Texas exhibition. The objects are seamlessly integrated into a much larger story of French,              

Native American, African, and Spanish presence in the Texas territory. Beyond the objects I              

have mentioned, Cordés makes a "timeline" wall, accompanied by mainly written objects that             

document the struggles between these different demographic groups. Cordés concludes his           

exhibition with the Mexican Revolution, and an 1820 letter authorizing Moses Austin to settle              

300 American families in Texas. It is from here that Siefker picks up the story with the                 

second-floor exhibition, "Building the Lone Star Identity," specifically with the efforts of            

Stephen Austin to bring American settlers to what will now be Mexico.  

 

Uniquely Mexican Objects: The Texas Revolution and Charrería  
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Introduction: Cultural Struggles  

On the second floor, Siefker takes on the task of telling the history of Texas from 1821                 

onward. The story begins with the influx of Anglo-American settlers into Texas, now Tejas              

within the country of Mexico after it won its independence from Spain in 1821. These settlers                

were brought in through the efforts of individuals called empresarios, literally meaning            

businessmen, and were part of a program with its origins in colonial New Spain. Moses Austin,                

the father of Stephen Austin, received a land grant from Spain to settle 300 families in the Texas                  

territory. After falling ill, Moses bequeathed the duties of settling these families to his son               

Stephen. When New Spain won its independence and became Mexico, Austin was able to              

convince the Mexican government to establish a program granting land, citizenship, and other             

privileges to Anglo settlers. It was within this wave of Anglo settlers that such individuals as                

Sam Houston and William Travis would emerge, and later on in the 1830s provoke rebellions               

among these Anglo citizens of Mexico, who were culturally more North American than Mexican              

or Spanish (Bullock Museum 2019). 

These struggles between the Anglos and Mexican authorities take center stage on the 2nd              

floor of the Bullock. This struggle, a climatic point in history for many Texans being the Battle                 

of the Alamo, is for many where the history of Texas begins. However, as evident at the Bullock                  

Museum, this is a preposterous notion. The Texas territory existed in the prehistoric era, was the                

home of multiple Native American groups up until the arrival of Europeans, and was part of the                 

Spanish Territory of New Spain, and later the independent Mexico, long before this celebrated              

battle. As evident at the Bullock Museum, there is more than one way to look at the history of                   

Texas, more specifically a manner outside of the dichotomies of positivist stories of historical              

"winners" and constructivist stories that are put to credibility tests later on (Trouillot 1995). 

Additionally, of importance on the second floor is the aftermath of this conflict: for              

Texas, Mexico, and the United States of America. As shown in the second-floor exhibits, the loss                

of Texas and subsequent loss of what is now the American Southwest was a blow to Mexico, and                  

one that severely affected the popularity of Mexican leaders like General Antonio López de              

Santa Anna. With Texas becoming closer and closer to the United States with the influx of more                 

Anglo settlers, many Tejanos faced discrimination, so much so that Juan Seguín, the most              

famous Tejano hero of the Texas Revolution, felt the need to return to Mexico. Regardless of this                 
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darker side of Texas history, the influences of Spain and Mexico live on in the state, and how the                   

museum illustrates that phenomenon through objects will be explored in the coming sections.  

 

Objects of the Texas Revolution 

The Texas Revolution is a story found in not just the Bullock, but also in other sites                 

around Austin and the state of Texas. In the Texas State Capitol, one will find the painting The                  

Surrender of Santa Anna by William Henry Huddle. At the Susannah Dickinson Museum in              

downtown Austin are such objects as a quilt signed by descendants of the surviving Alamo               

defenders and fragments of Dickinson's first-hand account of the battle. In San Antonio, the              

Alamo Mission, repaired and given its parapet between 1849 and 1850, is the ultimate symbol of                

the Texas Revolution as the site of the famous Battle of the Alamo (Texas Historical               

Commission 1992). Near the Alamo, in San Antonio's San Fernando Cathedral is a box              

purporting to hold the remains of Texan heroes William Travis, Jim Bowie, and Davy Crockett.  

In the Bullock Museum, there are many objects on the second floor that commemorate              

this battle. However, I am focusing solely on those with Mexican, rather than Anglo, origins.               

Across from the mannequins depicting Anglo rebels at the 1835 Battle of Gonzalez is a metal                

case with a variety of weapons, mainly of Spanish and other European origins. They are a part of                  

the exhibit called "Sent to Stop a Rebellion 1835," in which López de Santa Anna's military                

efforts to end Anglo rebellion in Tejas are described. Among this variety of weapons is a shako                 

insignia, which would have been worn on the hats (shakos) of Mexican Army lancers. The               

imagery on the insignia is similar to that of the Mexican flag: an eagle with a snake in its mouth,                    

situated on top of a cactus. The piece comes from the collection of the late Enrique Guerra at his                   

San Vicente Ranch in Linn, Texas. Guerra was a twelfth generation Texan; the ranch he owned                

has been in his family since the colonial period. He collected many Spanish colonial pieces and                

had loaned many to the Bullock Museum and other museums around the state (Kriedler Funeral               

Home 2016). Guerra has been described as the "last of the old-world dons," and in April 2016                 

was posthumously inducted into the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum’s Hall of             

Great Westerners (Soodalter 2016). With his death, the continued ability of his collection to be               

shown at the Bullock has been in question. 
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Figure 10: Mexican insignia worn on a shako. Photo taken by author. 

 

Right after the replica of the Alamo Mission is the bed said to have been used by General                  

López de Santa Anna when he was traveling. An American soldier claimed the bed not during                

the Texas Revolution, but during the later U.S.-Mexican War. The piece comes to the museum               

from the Alamo Collection in San Antonio. In its caption, the object is linked to one used by                  

Napoleon Bonaparte, specifically in its material and ornateness. In this way, the object shows              

López de Santa Anna as both the military leader and supreme ruler, similar to the role occupied                 

by Bonaparte in France.  
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Figure 11: Santa Anna's traveling bed. Photo taken by author. 

 

Near the traveling bed is an encased medal, labeled the "Medal for the Defense of Texas,                

1840." The piece is one of many that was commissioned by Mexican president Anastasio              

Bustamante, and it would be given to an individual who "combatió por la integridad del               

territorio nacional," or "fought for the integrity of the national territory," or fighting to keep               

Tejas as part of Mexico. The piece is a 5-point star hanging from a laurel wreath, and includes                  

the colors of the Mexican flag: red, green, and white. As the exhibit caption points out,                

Bustamante was, at the time of this medal's issuing, frantically trying to hold onto power, and                

only a year later Santa Anna reclaimed the presidency via a coup (Bullock Museum 2019).  
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Figure 12: Medal for the Defense of Texas, 1840. Photo taken by author. 

 

Overall, these pieces fit into the Texas Revolution exhibit as representations of the             

Mexican side of the conflict, coupled with letters and manuscripts. The conflict is portrayed as               

having multiple sides: that of the Texas Anglo settlers and their Tejano supporters, that of               

Mexico and its government/troops led by Santa Anna, and that of the United States, interested in                

potentially having Texas as a state. For example, in the replica Mexico City jail cell of Stephen                 

Austin, one will find panels labeled "Texas' View," "Mexico's View," and "America's View." It              

is an attempt to balance the conflict between a heroic Anglo Texan account in which rebellious                

heroes stand up for their rights, and a disappointing Mexican one in which the country begins a                 

course of losing almost half of its national territory to the United States.  

 

Uniquely Mexican Objects 

After the Texas Revolution and the Mexican-American War exhibits, the stories of Texas'             

link with Mexico largely end on the second floor of the Bullock. For my final exploration of                 

Spanish/Mexican objects in the Bullock's permanent exhibits, I go to the third floor of the               

museum. The floor is largely a "business" floor, with exhibits including, but not limited to, the                

following: Texas' oil industry, space exploration, Austin City Limits, and a space for revolving              

temporary exhibits, which is currently inhabited by "Cowboys in Space and Fantastic Worlds."             

In a far corner away from these exhibits, one will find the semi-permanent exhibit on ranching,                

in which usually only the artifacts will change. The first exhibit panel is entitled "A Spanish                

Legacy," and details the Spanish origins of ranching, or ganadería, in Texas. As told in the                

exhibit, much of the equipment associated with ranching, such as spurs worn on boots, originate               

with Spanish vaqueros, or cowboys. The exhibit features a variety of spurs, knives, branding              

irons, and other objects associated with ranching that have Spanish origins.  

To further illustrate ranching's vaquero roots, Siefker decided to display two outfits            

typical of the charrería, or those traditions and skills of the Mexican charro, or horseback riding                

cowboy. More specifically, these outfits, one male and one female, would be used in the               

charreada, or roping and riding competitions that are the precursor to the modern Texas rodeo               

(Texas Folklore Society LIX 1992). The female outfit is an example of an Adelita dress, which                

owes its name to a legendary female soldier of the Mexican hero Pancho Villa (Texas Folklore                
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Society LIX 1992). The outfit on display consists of the dress with bodice, a sombrero hat, and                 

the rebozo (shawl) tied around the waist for performing. The male outfit is a charro work suit,                 

complete with a short jacket, sombrero, bowtie, fitted pants, and leather boots.  

 

Figure 13: Male and female outfits associated with charrería. Photo taken by author. 

 

The outfits are from the collection of Marisú González, the great-granddaughter of            

Gumaro González, a charro and landowner from Northern Mexico who began the collection in              

the 1800s (Sumner 2011). González and her husband, Gabriel Caballo, manage the collection,             

and are the only Mexico-based collectors represented within the Bullock's objects currently on             

display. When I went to talk to both Cordés and Siefker, one of the first questions I asked was                   

about collaboration with Mexican collectors and institutions. The answer I got from both was              

that it is something that is desired, but the costs and complications of bringing objects across                

international borders make it difficult. The objects from González's collection were part of a              

traveling exhibit called Arte en la Charrería, which stopped at the Bullock in 2011 (Sumner               

2011). Therefore, with the objects already at the museum and in the United States, Siefker asked                

González for permission to display these two outfits in the third-floor exhibit. According to              

Siefker, the objects will be in the Ranching exhibit until February 2020.  

 

Conclusion: The Future of Spanish and Mexican Objects at the Bullock  
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In my meeting with Franck Cordés, I noticed a white board with what looked like               

brainstorming for a future exhibit. These were Cordés preliminary thoughts for an exhibit about              

the links between Texas and Mexico. As I hope I have shown in this paper, this would not be the                    

Bullock's first representation of the subject of Texas' Hispanic heritage. From the hosting of the               

Arte en la Charrería exhibition to the inclusion of objects from colonial New Spain, it is evident                 

that the curators at the Bullock care about the inclusion of the Spanish/Mexican stories that made                

Texas what it is today. In 2016, the museum also had a temporary exhibition called "Life and                 

Death on the Border: 1910-1920," in which the stories of Texans of Mexican descent were               

crucial. Nonetheless, there is always room to do more, and one of the hopes with this potential                 

exhibition is to bring in a curator of Mexican descent to work on it. In the words of Kathryn                   

Siefker, when the curators find something extraordinary the money will usually be found to              

finance it. Therefore, perhaps in this exhibit objects could be brought in from museums in               

Mexico or Mexico-based collectors. In a place like Texas, the sky is the limit in terms of                 

Spanish/Mexican cultural elements to showcase.  

I formally conclude this paper with a question depicted within the second-floor exhibits,             

more specifically at the beginning of the Republic of Texas: Who can be citizens of the republic?                 

As said within this caption, Tejanos, including heroes of the Texas Revolution like Juan Seguín               

and Lorenzo de Zavala, faced increasing prejudice in their own land by the influx of Anglos                

arriving after the revolution. Many Tejanos, including Seguín, were forced to flee to Mexico              

during the 1842 invasion of San Antonio due to suspicions from the Anglos about their loyalties.                

While we are now almost two centuries past the Texas Revolution, prejudices still abound in               

Texas for Tejanos and others of Mexican/Latin American descent. With its duty to inform the               

public, the Bullock has had, and will continue to have, the obligation to tell the story of how                  

Texas came to be, which cannot be told without the efforts of Spaniards, Mexicans, and Tejanos.  
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